
Enhancing Security
Posture
At Opticca Security , we
specialize in providing
advanced services to
improve your security
posture and meet regulatory
requirements. Our security
experts are equipped to
assist you in formulating a
risk management strategy,
incident response, and
everything in between

Empowering Security
Champions
We empower your security
champions by providing them
with the necessary tools and
knowledge to ensure the
resilience of your applications.
Our services enable you to
build an AppSec culture and
enforce custom security rules,
configurations, and advanced
threat detection.

Secure  your Apps opticcasecurity.com

From multilayered DDoS protection and
Zero Trust to SASE, container, and CDN
security, we offer a holistic suite of
solutions. 

Secure Your Network as
You Scale

WHAT WE DO
Our end-to-end monitoring
and mitigation solutions
easily incorporate into
existing workflows

Opticca Security is dedicated to helping you secure your apps. Our managed services enable you to
focus on your core business while we handle the complexities of application security. With our
expertise and best-in-class technologies, you can trust us to protect your data and build resilience. 

About Us

Our purpose is to ensure
that companies
everywhere recognize
the impact of
cybersecurity and take
control to protect their
software development
environments.

WAFs protect your web based applications from common vulnerabilities by applying a set
of rules to HTTP traffic and blocking actions it judges as suspicious.

WAF/NXGN-WAF

Strengthen and streamline your organization with a Zero Trust framework: Optimize
resources, ensure compliance, and boost productivity while enhancing security.

Zero Trust Security

One platform for multi-cloud and Kubernetes: Continuously monitor configurations to
uncover risks and demonstrate compliance.

Cloud Security Compliance

Comprehensive, multilayered DDoS Protection: Advanced analytics monitor hundreds of
thousands of parameters to shield against known and zero-day attacks.

DDoS

SASE: A single, cloud-native solution that unifies networking and security, focusing on
identity over traffic for global protection.

SASE

CDN Security: Guard against web threats while enhancing visitor experience through
secure, high-speed content delivery.

Content Delivery Network
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